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The month began with uncertainty as Gazprom
announced that the Nord Stream 2 pipeline had
been completed but would have to undergo
months of testing before any gas can flow.
From the 13th the markets turned bullish
(upwards), driven by continued concerns over
the low levels of European gas storage as the
heating season approaches.
A fire at a French interconnector on the 15th shut
down a key power cable which runs between
France and England, taking offline 2GW of
import capacity. This meant that the UK had to
increase its reliance on gas for power

generation at a time when gas pricing was
reaching record levels.
Thankfully high wind and solar generation
throughout September decreased the reliance
on gas for power. This allowed the UK to
increase its gas storage levels from 87% at the
beginning of the month to 100% by the end.
However, the much larger European gas
storage ended the month at 74% capacity well
below the 5-year average of 89%. To allow
Europe to replenish their storage levels they
require an increase in supply. However, due to
a tight Russian domestic balance, it is feared

that Russia may not have the gas available to
help Europe. The supply issues were hindered
further by high Liquified Natural Gas (LNG)
prices in Asia continuing to attract vessels away
from Europe.
On the 27th Gazprom booked no additional
capacity via the Ukraine for October causing the
market to jump even higher.
Rising gas prices have seen some small
domestic energy suppliers go out of business as
they struggle to fulfill their existing contracts
with energy curves so far above even the new
increased domestic price cap.
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If you have any questions about the content of this report,
contact our Energy Procurement team on 01707 299 100.
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As prices increased Iran made an announcement that the
Organisation for Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC+) would do
what they can to keep oil pricing near $70/barrel whist the global
economy continues its recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. It
is expected in the coming weeks that OPEC+ will agree to supply
increases.
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US supply continued to be hindered as Storm Nicholas curbed
Texan production, contributing to the bullish market in the second
week of September.
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The first week of the month saw US supply issues continue off the
back of Hurricane Ida. These supply issues were balanced out by
Saudi Arabia cutting their prices to Asia and China, selling off
some of their reserves.
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The record gas prices, and tight energy supply globally are fueling
rises in the wider commodity market including oil. September’s oil
prices followed the same trend as gas and electric and traded with
high volatility and mostly bullish sentiment.

